Financial capability managing your
Duston,
moneyJohn.
: a learning workbook

332 Knowledge

This new workbook brings together everything students in Year 9 and 10 need to know about money: understand
how income, budgets, savings, debt and interest work, and learn how to manage your money safely. Working
through the exercises and examples, students will gain a solid foundation from which they can investigate further
and make good decisions in their financial journey. The content of the workbook relates to and supports the
teaching of Financial Capability Standards at all levels for: - The effect of life stages on personal income Demonstrate understanding of credit and debt on personal finance - Evaluate options to increase personal income Producing a budget - Select personal banking products in relation to personal finance - Analyse credit options and
select strategies to manage personal finance - Demonstrate understanding of risk and return on investment

Swim: a year of swimming outdoors in
Lees,
New Annette.
Zealand

797.2 Knowledge

This is a book about New Zealanders and their deep connection to swimming in the outdoors. Every neighbourhood
has its swimming hole up the river, its local beach, or a back road to the lake. A love of swimming is one of the
things that defines Kiwis, and all over the country the start of summer is marked by most of us heading for the
water. Swim is the result of Annette Lees' personal quest to swim every day of a full year in the natural waterways of
New Zealand. From Northland to Fiordland, she swam outdoors through the four seasons in rivers, lakes, ponds,
the sea, estuaries, wetlands, springs and outdoor lido pools. Across the country people shared swimming stories of
their own, introduced elderly family swimmers who swim right through winter, and invited her to try their local, often
secret, swimming places. During her watery adventure Annette discovered New Zealanders' serious passion for

Charlotte says
Bell, Alex.

BEL Fiction

Penniless and orphaned, Jemima flees to the remote Isle of Skye, where she takes up a job at a school for girls.
Here, she finds herself tormented by the mystery of what drove her to run away from her home. Then Jemima
receives a box of Frozen Charlotte dolls and she begins to remember - a seance with the dolls, a violent argument
with her step-father and the dreadful fire that destroyed their home. The arrival of the dolls also triggers a series of
strange happenings. As the 'accidents' reach fever pitch, culminating in the death of one of the girls and a
governess, can Jemima stop the demonic spirits that's possessing the dolls?
The much-anticipated prequel to the bestselling FROZEN CHARLOTTE, a Zoella Book Club title in Autumn 2016.

Forever
Blume, Judy.

BLU Fiction

Do you remember the first time? Still the bravest, freshest, fruitiest and most honest account of first love, first sex
and first heartbreak ever written for teens. It was a book ahead of its time - and remains, after forty years in print, a
teenage bestseller. Now with a brand-new cover look.

Tunnels #4: Closer
Gordon, Roderick.

GOR Fiction

At the centre of the Earth, in a world that no one knows exists, Will is in trouble. His enemy, the Styx, are close
behind. They'll pursue him to the ends of the world - any world. Meanwhile Drake - with help from the unlikeliest of
allies is preparing to fight the Styx from above. But will his daring plan bring him closer to victory ... or to certain
death?
Tunnels Series:
#1 Tunnels
#2 Deeper

Tunnels #6: Terminal
Gordon, Roderick.

GOR Fiction

The Styx and their cohorts of deadly Armagi have swept across England, leaving death and devastation in their
wake. It seems nothing can stop them now. Only a miracle can save the day and, in the inner world at the centre of
the earth, Will and Elliott might just have stumbled upon one as they uncover ancient secrets that are fundamental
to al human and Styx life.
Tunnels Series:
#1 Tunnels
#2 Deeper

Why we broke up
Handler, Daniel.

HAN Fiction

I'm telling you why we broke up, Ed. I'm writing it in this letter, the whole truth of why it happened. Min Green and
Ed Slaterton are breaking up, so Min is writing Ed a letter and giving him a box. Inside the box is why they broke up.
Two bottle caps, a movie ticket, a folded note, a box of matches, a protractor, books, a toy truck, a pair of ugly
earrings, a comb from a motel room, and every other item collected over the course of a giddy, intimate,
heartbreaking relationship. Item after item is illustrated and accounted for, and then the box, like a girlfriend, will be
dumped. In Why We Broke Up, international best-selling author of A Series of Unfortunate Events - made into a
Hollywood film starring Jim Carrey - writes about romance and breaking up in his first book for young adults with
every bit as much skill as he does gothic humour.

Mr Kiwi has an important job
Hunt, Heather.

HUN /P Picture Book Shelves

A humorous and insightful picture book, the story shows kids how kiwi parents job-share the hatching of their
chicks. Relative to their size, female kiwi produce one of the largest eggs in the world, and, after hatching, they are
so exhausted they need to leave and rebuild their strength. This is when the male parent steps in. His important job
is to sit on the nest for around 80 days until the chick hatches. With stunning illustrations to match her delightful
story, Heather Hunt has produced another classic book about one of our best-loved birds.

Skulduggery Pleasant #6: Death
Landy,
Derek.
bringer

LAN Fiction

Think you've seen anything yet? You haven't. Because the Death Bringer is about to rise! The Necromancers no
longer need Valkyrie to be their Death Bringer, and that's a Good Thing. There's just one catch. There's a reason
the Necromancers don't need her any more -- because they've found their Death Bringer already, the person who
will dissolve the doors between life and death. And that's a very, very Bad Thing!
The sixth instalment in the historic, hysterical and horrific Skulduggery Pleasant series

Guardian angel
Muchamore, Robert.

MUC Fiction

Ryan has saved Ethan's life more than once. Ethan thinks he must be a guardian angel. But Ryan works for
CHERUB, a secret organisation with one key advantage: even experienced criminals never suspect that children
are spying on them. Ethan's family runs a billion-dollar criminal empire and Ryan's job is to destroy it. Can Ryan
complete his mission without destroying Ethan as well? For official purposes, these children do not exist.
Cherub #14

The rest of us just live here
Ness, Patrick.

NES Fiction

what if you weren't the Chosen One? The one who's supposed to fight the zombies, or the soul-eating ghosts, or
whatever this new thing is, with the blue lights and the death? What if you were like Mikey? Who just wants to
graduate and go to prom and maybe finally work up the courage to ask Henna out before someone goes and blows
up the high school. Again. Because sometimes there are problems bigger than this week's end of the world and
sometimes you just have to find the extraordinary in your ordinary life. Even if your best friend might just be the God
of mountain lions...An exceptional bold and irreverent novel from the Award-winning writer Patrick Ness.

Harry Potter & the half-blood prince
Rowling, J.K.

ROW Fiction

As Voldemort's sinister forces amass and a spirit of gloom and fear sweeps the land, it becomes increasingly clear
to Harry that he will soon have to confront his destiny. But will he be able to overcome the challenges ahead of him?
The race to locate and destroy the remaining Horcruxes, the hidden pieces of Voldemort's soul, begins. Harry will
need all the help he can get. Harry Potter 6

Harry Potter & the prisoner of Azkaban
Rowling, J.K.

ROW Fiction

`The Dark Lord will rise again with his servant's aid, greater and more terrible than ever before' Sybill Trelawney
Harry Potter is lucky to reach the age of thirteen, since he has survived the murderous attacks of the feared Dark
Lord on more than one occasion. But his hopes for a quiet school term concentrating on Quidditch are dashed when
a maniacal mass-murderer escapes from Azkaban, pursued by the soul-sucking Dementors who guard the prison.
It's assumed that Hogwarts is the safest place for Harry to be. But is it a coincidence that he can feel eyes watching
him in the dark, and should he be taking Professor Trelawney's ghoulish predictions seriously? These adult editions
have been stylishly redesigned to showcase Andrew Davidson's beautiful woodcut cover artwork.

Ruined #2: Avenged
Tintera, Amy.

TIN Fiction

A war that will fuel her. A bond that will destroy her. Emelina Flores has come home to Ruina. After rescuing her
sister Olivia from imprisonment in rival kingdom Lera, Em and Olivia together have devised a plan that will rebuild
Ruina to its former glory. But just because Em and Olivia are out of Lera doesn't mean they are safe. Their actions
over the past year have had consequences, and they are now targets of retaliation. Olivia will destroy everyone who
acts against Ruina, but Em isn't as sure. Ever since Em posed as Prince Casimir's betrothed in Lera, she's started
to see another side to this war. Lera may have destroyed the Ruined for decades, but Em knows that Cas is
different. And now that he's taken the throne, Em believes a truce is within reach. But Olivia suspects that Em's
romantic feelings for Cas are just colouring her judgement. Em is determined to bring peace to her home. But when

Ruined #3: Allied
Tintera, Amy.

TIN Fiction

Emelina Flores and her sister, Olivia, were determined to bring peace to the people of Ruina. But as the war for
liberation raged on, what triumph and freedom meant to Em and Olivia slowly changed. As Olivia's violence and
thirst for vengeance became her only ambition, Em was left to pick up the pieces. But it's not only Em who is upset
by Olivia's increased violence. Other members of the Ruined army are beginning to see the cracks, and soon a
small group of them defects from Olivia's army and joins Em instead. The two sisters are soon pitted against each
other in an epic battle for the kingdom and the future, and only one will win.
The romance of The Selection and the epic stakes of Red Queen come together in a story of revenge, adventure,

